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Associative Subalgebras of the Griess Algebra

by Werne~ Meyer and Wolfram Neutsch

Abstract

The structure of the Griess algebra 0, whose automorph1sm group is the Fi

scher-Griess monster F, 18 investlgated.
1

We show the existence cf 48-dimensional asscciat i ve subalgebras in Q} and

furthermcre demcnstrate that they are not contained in strict ly larger

ones.

It is conjectured that the given explicit examples are cf maximal possible

dimension among all asscciative subalgebras in~. This depends on the vali

dity of a certaln inequality.
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Known Results

In this seetion we eompile a number of known.results eoneerning properties

of the Griess algebra. Proofs ean be found'1n the 11terature, espee1ally in

Griess [1982] and Conway [1984]; see also Conway et al. [1985], heneeforth

referred to as the 11 ATLAS H
•

The largest sporadie group, the Monster F , of order
1

46 20 9 6 2 32 -3 -5 ·1 . 11 . 13 . 17' 19' 23·29· 31' 41- 47 -59·71

has a minimal representation in eharaeteristie 0 of degree

196883 = 47-59'71

( 1 )

(2)

whieh ean be realised over the field 0 of rational numbers (Griess [1982]).

The eharaeter table shows that the tri vial representatlon 1. as weIl as

196883 itself are eantained exaetly onee in the symmetrie square

S2(196883): the preeise deeomposition i8

52(196883) = 1. $ 196883 e 842609326 $ 18538750076 (3)

This implies the existenee of a nontrivial F -invariant inner product and
1

an F -invariant algebra (the "GrieBs algebra" l};) wi th uni t element 1 on an
1

R-veetor spaee V of dimension 196884, on whlch the Monster aets as

1. $ 196883 (4)

Since the above-mentioned eharacters 11e in the symmetrie part of the ten

sor square of 196883, the inner produet

<.,. >

is symmetrie: .Far all a, b E V,

VxV -10 IR

3
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<a,b> = <b,a>

Conway chooses it to be positive definite:

(6)

(7)

if a -:t; O.

For the same reason the algebra product, here denoted by a dot oder by con

catenatlon of the factors, is eommutative:

a·b = b'a (8)

and, sinee 1. also 15 contained exaetly onee in 1968833 (narnely in

S3( 196883) , the inner produet roust be assoeiative with respect to the alge-

bra,

<a'b,e> = <a,b'e> (9)

The algebra itself, however, 1s not associative.

Theorem 1 (Norton):

For two arbitrary vectors a,b the Norton inequality

holds.

< 2 b2>a, ~ <a'b,a'b> (10)

Definition 1. (Conway [1984]):

Two elements a,b in ~ associate If for all x e V:

a' (x'b) = (a'x)'b (11)

This 15 clearly tantamount to the commutativity of ad and ad .
a b

One says, a alternates with b, 1f the last equation is fulfilled for x = a,
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a' (a-b) 2::;: a·b (12)

We use the notation of the ATLAS with the single exception that we choose

<. ,.> as tw1ce the Conway product.

Of fundamental importance 1s the remarkable

Theorem ~ (Norton):

The foliow1ng three assertions are equ1valent:

(a) We have equality in Norton's formula,

< 2 b2>a, ::;: <ab,ab> (13)

(h) a and b asseciate;

(c) a alternates with b (er v1ce versal.

Definition ~ (Cenway):

An element which associates wi th i ts square 15 called a Jordan element.

Trivially, the multiples of idempotents are Jordan.

Theorem ;l (Conway):

Let

F ::;: Aut ~ ( 14)

be the automorph1sm greup cf the Griess algebra. Then the scalar product i8

invariant under F I because i t can be calculated from the algebra product

via

tr(ad ad) ::;: 20336 <a,l> <b,l> + 4620 <a,b>
a b

F i5 finite; more precisely,

5
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F ~ F
1

(16)

We associate to each transposition (= 2A-element in F) a an idempotent i
IX

("transposilion idempotent 11 of a) which lIes in the (2-dimensional) fix

space af

C (a) ~ 2"F
F 2

. (17)

in ~ such that the transposition axis t described in Canway [1984] is a
a

multiple of i ,
IX

a = t = 64 i
IX a

The axis a fulfills the conditions

a·a = 64 a

and

<a, a> = 256

(18)

(19)

(20)

The fix space of ad(i ) i8 one-dimensional.
IX

We can proceed in the same way for 3A-elem~nts T instead of transpositions.

This gives idempotents i with norm ~.
"t 10

We also mentian the important fact (Conway [1984]) that Facts by conjuga-

tion as a rank-9-permutation group on the transpositions and that the pro

duct of two transpositions is contained in one of the F -classes
1

lA,2A,2B,3A,3C,4A,4B,5A,BA (21)

By an observation of McKay, these classes can be associated in a natural

way with the nodes of the extended E Dynkin diagram:
8
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3C

4

(22)
o

2B

4

4B

5

BA

6

5AlA 2A 3A 4A
o-----(o~----IO-------'O---____{.J_---(9_---__O_---__u

256 32 13 8

The numbers attached to the nodes are the inner products of ta: and t
ß

,

where a and ß are transpositions whose product i5 in the appropriate class

of F .
1

Theorem .! (Norton):

The latt1ce r wh1ch is spanned (as a Z-module) by all vectors of the form

1, t, t·t', (here t and t' denote arbitrary transposition axes) , 1s closed

under the algebra product,

r . r f: f (23)

and integer w1th respect to <.•. >,

<f,f> ~ I (24)

• •The dual factor f If of r is cyclic. and Ir Irl is apower of 4.

Conway [1984] conJectures that f 1s unimodular.
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Assoc1at1ve Subalgebras

The main obstacle for the study of the Interior structure of @ is - besides

the large dimension - 1ts non-associat i vi ty. It is therefore natural to

consider associative subalgebras.

Obviously all vectors in such a subalgebra are power-associative, or, what

amounts to the same, Jordan elements.

In order to investigate the structure of associative subalgebras of @ we

need the easy

Lemma 1.:...
(a) The only nilpotent Jordan element in ~ is 0;

(b) There 1s no subalgebra in ~ isomorphie to C;

(c) Two idempotent elements a and b annihilate each other if and only if

they are perpend1eular.

(d) If i E ~ 1s 1dernpotent,

.2 11 = (25)

the norm <1,1> of 1 lies between 0 and 3 (ineI.). The extremal values

occur only for i E {O,l}.

(e) For all a,b E 0,

2<a,b> ~ <a,a> <b,b>

(Schwarz' inequality).

Proof:

(26)

**(a) If x E m = 0 \ {O} 1s n1lpotent and Jordan, there exists a k > 0 such
k k+l k+2t hat x ':/:. 0 and x = x =. .. = O. Th1s g1ves

k k k k 2k
<x ) X > = <x, x . 1> = <x ,1> = <0, 1> = 0

8
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Henee

(28)

whleh eontradlets the assumptlon.

(b) A subalgebra IsomorphIe to C would be generated by nonzero veetors e

and I, obeylng the eondltlons

e'e, = e'I e·l = l'e = l'I l' 1 = - e (29)

But then we would have

<1,1> = <1,l'e> =
2<1 I e> = <-e,e> = - <e,e> < o (30)

wh1ch 15 elearly impossible.

(e) From

2
a = a;

and

a'b = 0

it follows that

= b (31)

(32)

<a,b> = <a'a,b> = <a,a'b> = 0

The orthogonality of a and b implies

(33)

o = <a,b> = < 2 b2>a, ~ <ab,ab> (34)

by Norton's Inequality, whence the proposition.

(d) is trivial If i e {O,l}. Otherwlse, the subalgebra generated by 1 and i

i8 assoclative and 2-dlmensional. i-i has the same propertles as 1. In

partieular,
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and

<1,1-1> = 0

3 = <1, 1> = <i , 'i > + <1- i , l-i >

(35)

(36)

which implies the assertion.

(e) is a well-known general property of positive definite scalar produets.

The above lemma immediately provides us with the structure of assoelative

subalgebras:

Theorem fu-
Let ~ be a k-dimensional assoeiative subalgebra of the Griess algebra ~.

Then

(a) ~ is isomorphie (as a ring) to the direet sum of k eopies of R:

(37)

(b) ~ eontains a basis of k mutually annihilating idempotent elements which

are orthogonal to each other:

and

a'a = 0
1 j

<a •a > = 0
1 J

(38)

(39)

for all 1,J e {1, ... ,k} with i * J.

(e) The Idempotent elements in ~ are the partial sums of the a (and vice
1

kversal. In partlcular, there are exaetly 2 idempotents in~, including

the zero element O.

(40)
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is the only orthogonal basis among them. We shall call the a the basic
1

(ar fundamental) idempotents of ~.

Proof:

As an assoelatlve algebra, ~ eontalns only Jordan elements. By part (a) of

Lemma 1, the Jaeobson radieal of ~ 1s therefore zero. Henee ~ Is semls1mple

and thus a direet SUffi of fields of finite dimensIon over R, i. e. cf alge

bras isomorphie w1th R or C. But C eannot oeeur by part (b) of Lemma 1.

ThIs proves (a), while (b) is just the same, exeept for the orthogonality

of the basic Idempotents. The latter proposition, however, is a eonsequence

of

<a , a > ;:;:: <a' a a >. = <a, a .a > = <a, 0> = 0
1 J 1 l' J 1 1 J 1

for all i ~ j. (c) follows trivially from the strueture of R
k

.

(41)

All assoeiative subalgebras of ~ are thus generated by systems of mutually

perpendieular 1dempotent elements. It is therefore of great interest to in

vestigate the properties of idempotents in~. First we find

Theorem Q.:...

Let a and ß be two different transpositions and

a = i
a

and

b = i
f3

(42)

(43)

the assoeiated idempotents. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) In the Norton formula for a and b, equality holds,

2 2<a , b > = <ab, ab>

11
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(b) a and b assoeiate with eaeh other: for all x e §,

a· (x·b) :::;: (a·x)·b

(e) a alternates with b,

ao (a· b) 2
:::;: a ·b

(d) b alternates with a,

(aob) ob :::;: a·b2

(e) a and b annihilate each other,

a·b :::;: 0

(f) a and b are orthogonal,

<alb> :::;: 0

(g) The product aß is a central F -involution,
1

aß E 2B

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

Proof:

The first four properties are equivalent by Theorem 2, as weIl as the re

maining three by equation (22) and Lemma 1.e.

From (e), we get the eigenvalue relation

a' (a' b)
2

:::;: a·b = a·b (51)

and deduce that aob is a fixed veetor af ad and thus linearly dependent of
a

a; sirnilarly (with the rOles of a and b interchanged) of b. This is only

possible if

aob = 0

12
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which is (e). The reverse inclusion (e) q (c) is trivial.

A simple consequence is

Corollarv 1.:...

Let cx.
l

, ... , cx.
k

E 2A be pairwlse different transposi t ions and a
l

, .•• , a
k

the

corresponding idempotents.

The subalgebra U of § whlch 18 generated by a
l

, ••. ,a
k

i8 assoc1ative if and

only If for all I,J e {l, ... ,k} with i ~ J,

a a e 28
1 J

18 true. In this case

is an orthonormal basis of ~j in particular

dirn \1 = k

(53)

(54)

(55)

Furthermore, E = <cx.
l

, ... ,~> i8 an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of F
l

.

Proof:

Tri via!.

We can now give an upper bound for the dimensions of associative subalge

bras cf m which are generated by transposition axes:

Theorem 1..1...

(a) For any associative ~-subalgebra U, which is generated by transposition

idemPQtents,
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dirn ~ :s 48 (56)

(b) Every system of 49 commuting transpositions in F contains at least two
1

whose product is also in the class 2A.

Proof:

Part (b) immediately follows from (a), Corollary 1, and the fact that all

F -involutions lie in either 2A or 28.
1

To'verify the first statement. we again denote the transposition idempo-

tents by a , ... ,a • where
1 k

k = dirn ~

By Theorem 4.

are the basic idempotents, and all of them have the norm

(57)

(58)

The longest idempotent in ~ is

=
1

16
(59)

with norm

(60)

<e.e> =
k

16 :S 3 (61)

(cf Lemma 1. d).

The last forrnula immediately leads to
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as required.

k ::s 48 (62)

We notice that the extremal possibility (dimension = 48) can only arise if

1 E ~. The given bound is sharp:

Theorem !!.:....

There are 48 transpositions in F whose pairwise products are in 28.
1

Proof:

In the subgroup

o (C (2B)) ~ 21
+

24

2 F +
(63)

the central factor corresponds to the quotient of the Leech lattice A by

its double (2A). On it, the group

C (2B)/0 (C (2B)) ~ Co
F 2 F 1

(64)

acts in a natural way.

The A/2A-classes may be described by giving the type (Conway [1971]) of the

shartest vectors they contain.

Classes of type 2 are associated with 2 transpositions each, those of type

3 with 2 elements of order 4, and those of type 4 with pairs of involutions

in 2B. Thus i t suffices to choose 24 vectors v , ... , v in A (mod 2A) such
1 24

that the SUffi of any two of them 1s of type 4. This is tantamount to the or-

thogonal i ty (in A) of the v .
1

It is easy to find such a set of vectors, for instance

(65)

in the notation of the ATLAS.

The corresponding transposition vectors indeed have 1 as their sumo
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The same argument also shows that associative ~-subalgebras of higher di

mensions than 48 can only exist if there are nonvanishing idempotents with

norm smaller than ~ = ~. It is thus natural to seek the shortest idempo-
48 18

tents ':# 0 in (!i.

This 18 equ1valent to determ1n1ng the max1ma of the funct10n

defined by

F = o '\ {O} (66)

F(x) =
2 2<x ,x >

2<x,x>
(67)

This farmulation of the problem allows us to apply the methods of calculus.

We first have:

Lemma ~

The points a at which F 1s statlonary are characterized by the condition

3
a e lR·a (68)

Proof:

We have to show that far all c ~ a the' c-linear terms in «a+c)2, (a+e)2>

vanish. By polarisation we get

o =
2 2

<2ae, a > + <a ,2ae>
2

= 4 <a ,ae>
3

= 4 <a , c> (69)

that is c ~ a
3

. Ihis implies the assertion cf the theorem.

It i5 easy te determine the minima of F:

Theorem ~
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The minimal value of F i5 ~ and i8 attained at all a e § with
3 .

(70)

and nowhere else.

?roof:
2The Schwarz inequality leads with a = 1 and b = x to

2 2<1,1> <x ,x > (71)

or

2 2 2<x,x> ~ 3 <x ,x >

henee

(72)

F(x) 1
3" (73)

Equality holds If and only if x2 1s 11nearly dependent of 1.

The ealeulation of the global maxima of F 1s eons1derably more d1ff1eult.

The stationarity condltion of Lemma 2 for F is fulfilled far every 1dempo

tent element a. In that ease, F(a) is slmply reciprocal to <a,a>.

Chooslng a as a transposltlon 1dempotent, we find from (59):

F(a) == 16 (74)

Ta determine the character of the function in the vicinlty of a, we have to

develop F(a+c)-F(a) up to second order in c.
.LSince ad 1s a symmetrie operator, we may find a basis of a which consists

a

cf e1genvectors cf ad .
a

Thus we assume c .L a and

. (75)
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with u e ~. To the required degree of approximation.

<a+c,a+c> = <a,a> + <c,c> = 1~ [1 + 16 <c.c>J

and therefore

Furthermore

(76)

(77)

222 2<a +2uc+e ,a +2uc+c > (78)

from which we deduce the relation

Multiplying both approximations, we get

(79)

or, simpler,

F(a+c) - F(a) ~ - 512 <c.c> [1 - oc - 2 oc
2J (81)

By Conway [1984], the eigenvalues of ad
a

on a~ are ~, ~, and 0, thus the

quadratic form in c given by the last formula i5 negative definite there.

We have proved

Theorem 10:
2Let a be a transposition vector in~, in partieular a =

Then F has a loeal maximum at a with F(a) = 16.

18

a, <a, a> =



It is unknown if this is the absolute maximum. If so, no nonzero idempo
1tents of smaller norm than -- could exist, and the largest possible dimen-

18

sian of any associative subalgebra in ~ were 48.

Theorem 11 is sufficient ta show that transposition vectors are indecompos

able, i. e., they cannot be written as a SUffi of two or more mutually asso

ciat1ng nontriv1al idempotents:

Theorem 11:

Transposition idempotents are indecomposable.

?roof:

It 1s easily seen that a counterexarnple x could already be expressed as a

SUffi of only two (shorter) vectors e and f with

and (by Lemma 1.c)

<e,f> ::: 0

(82)

(83)

For the sake of brevity we set

and

IX. ::: <e,e>

ß ::: <f,f>

(84)

(85)

The subspace spanned by e and f 15 clearly a 2-dimensional a5soclative al

gebra. This simplifies the calculation of F(Ae+Bf) for A,B e R with A, B

not both equalling O. We find

The vector

F(Ae+Bf) ::: IX A
4

+ ß B
4

(IX. A2 + ß B2
) 2

19
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v = ß e - a f

is perpendicular to

x = e + f

We arrive at

F(x+~v) = F((l+ßo)e+(l-~)f) =

(87)

(88)

(89)

rdor - up to terms of 3 and higher order in 0 -

(90)

Since a and ß are positive (as norms of e and f), thls centradicts the fact

that F has a local maximum at x.

An immediate consequence is

Corollary ~

Those 48-dimenslonal assoclatlve ~-subalgebras, which are generated by

transposition axes, are maximal associatlve.

?roof:

Let ~ be an algebra whlch is spanned by 48 transposition vectors

a, ... ,a , and ~ associative wlth ~ c ~ ~~.
1 48

The indecomposabillty of the a implles that all of them roust be ameng the
1

basic idempotents e , ... ,e (k = dirn !). This 15 not in concordance with
1 k

Theorem S.c and Lemma 1.d, because

e + ... + e
1 k

20
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then would be Idempotent wlth norm> 3.
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Swnmary

In this paper, we begin a research into the internal properties of the al

gebra ~ which has been detected by Robert Griess and which was used by hirn

to construct the monster simple group.

We dernonstrate that it is possible to construct certain maximal associative

subalgebras in ~ (by elementary means).

In particular, 48-dimensional algebras of this type can be found explicit

ly. It seems that they are best-possible (wi th respect to dimension). To

prove this, 1t would suff1ce toshow that for all elements x e ~, the ine

qual 1ty

2 2 2<X I X > :S 16 <x, x>

1s fulfilled.

In any case I there are other maximal associat i ve algebras in ~, and i t

would be of great value to enumerate them completely. This, however, might

require more advanced methods.

Approaches similar to those given in this investigat10n should also be use

ful for related quest ions, for Instance the determination of Jordan subal

gebras in ~.
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